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* Alltech Electronics - Computers, accessories, upgrades, closeouts 
& surplus computer supplies for Apple][/ IBM/ Macintosh. 

* APS Technologies - Drives, cables, misc. hardware. Among the best 
in the business, in our experience. 

* ARC (The Apple Resource Center) - Buy, sell, repair & support of 
Apple// Pre-Owned Hardware. 

* Barefoot - Apple lie and llgs hardware, with the best prices on 
the Web! Email us at this address for more information or call (903) 844-8272. 

* Bendele Enterprises, San Antonio, TX - Ben Bendele says, "We want 
to help keep your computer operating perfectly. So, we offer most 
every part of every Apple// that was ever made and most of the 
early Macs also." 

* B&R Computer Services - In business supplying hardware since 1981 ! 

* Charlie's AppleSeeds - Apple II hard drive solutions. Chuck Newby, 
Charlie's AppleSeeds, 9081 Hadley Place, San Diego CA 92126-1523 
ChuckNewby@aol.com 

* RC Systems - Developers of the Slotbuster, Slotbuster II, and 
original DoubleTalk cards for the Apple II, and still have some 
left in inventory (well, not the Slotbuster I, only the II). 

* Sell Anything Sales Emporium - Specializing in used Apple II and 
Macintosh hardware. 

* ///SHH Systeme - Joachim Lange's cutting edge hardware support and 
new products for the Apple II and llgs! 

* Shreve Systems - Used computer parts for the Macintosh and Apple 
II. 



* Software and More - Located in Citrus Heights, CA, this is a mom 
and pop operation specializing in Apple II, older IBM, older Mac, 
Atari ST and Commodore 64 software, hardware and systems. 

* Sun Remarketing - Pick through the online parts bin for some 
bargains in new, used, and refurbished Apple II and llgs hardware. 

* Wayne's Computer - Their shelves are groaning with crates of hard 
to find hardware for all Apple I ls! 

* The Western Design Center - The source of replacement CPU and High 
Speed CPU chips for the Apple II and llgs. 

* Garberstreet Enterprises (http://garberstreet.netfirms.com ) - Reseller of Apple 
parts and equiptment. 




